
Homework 12. Chapters 12, 13.
Show work – except for ♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣ fill-in-blanks. Particles: Mass, momentum, energy, �F = m�a.

12.1 ♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣ Sort from smallest mass unit to largest mass unit. (see Section 13.1)

1 ozm 1 g 1 metric ton 1 kg 1 mg 1 U.S. ton 1 slug 1 lbm

12.2 ♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣ Concepts: What objects have kinetic energy or linear momentum?
NKS , the kinetic energy of an object S in a reference frame N is to be determined.
Objects S that can have a non-zero kinetic energy are (circle all appropriate objects):

Real number Matrix Set of points Mass center of a rigid body
Vector Point Reference frame Flexible body

3D orthogonal unit basis Particle Rigid body System of particles and bodies

Repeat for
N�L

S
, the linear momentum of object S in reference frame N box appropriate objects .

12.3 ♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣ Particle angular momentum concepts.
The following figures show a particle Q of mass 1 kg moving in a plane N . Point No is fixed in N .
The figure on the left shows Q moving clockwise with speed 12 on a circle of radius 4 that is centered
at No. The figure on the right shows Q moving with a speed of 12 on a horizontal line that is 4 from
No. Box the following true statements about Q’s angular momentum in N .

Q’s angular momentum about No is �0.
Q’s angular momentum about No is not �0.
Q’s angular momentum about No is −→∞.
Q’s angular momentum about No does not exist.

N
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12 

4

Q’s angular momentum about No is �0.
Q’s angular momentum about No is not �0.
Q’s angular momentum about No is −→∞.
Q’s angular momentum about No does not exist.
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x(t) x = v = 12

12.4 ♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣ Optional: Just for fun. Culture, religion, science and “mass”. (Sections 13.9, 13.7, 13.6)

Etymology of “mass” Fill-in the blank
The “m” in �F = m�a.
Jewish Passover flat bread/cracker. ma
Greek for flat bread. ma a
Latin for lump of dough. ma a
Spanish for lump of dough. ma a
Catholics eat bread at this Sunday event. ma

Approximate number of atoms in 12 grams of carbon-12. 6 x 10

Estimated number of atoms in the visible universe. 1 x 10
Sub-atomic particle responsible for mass in animals, vegetables, and minerals. boson
Most expensive science project in history to find sub-atomic particle with mass. collider
Possible Earth-fatal object created by aforementioned science project. hole
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12.5 FE/EIT Review – Baseball trajectory. �F = m�a ⇒ ẍ, ÿ ⇒ x, y (model in Section 21.15)

FDragv

The distance a baseball travels of 351 ft (≈ 107 m) predicted by Robert Adaira

in “The Physics of Baseball” [2], differs significantly from the 442 ft (≈ 135 m)

predicted by Sawicki, Hubbard, Strongeb in “How to hit home runs . . . ” [71, p. 1159].

Although they use the same aerodynamic drag model for �FDrag, they disagree on
the relationship between coefficient of drag CD and

∣∣�v∣∣ (baseball speed).

�FDrag = −1
2 ρ A CD

∣∣�v∣∣2 û �v is the velocity of the baseball’s centroid and �u = �v���v
�� .

= −1
2 ρ A CD

∣∣�v∣∣ �v ρ is the density of air (at sea level, ρ ≈ 0.075 lbm
ft3

≈ 1.2 kg
m3 ).

A = π r2 is the baseball’s cross-sectional area and r = 1.44 inches ≈ 3.66 cm is its radius.
aYale physics professor Robert Adair is a member of the National Academy of Sciences.
bSawicki, Hubbard, and Stronge are professors at Michigan (Ann Arbor), California (Davis), and Cambridge.

Using gravity g = 32.2 ft
s2 (≈ 9.8 m

s2
), a regulation baseball of mass m = 5 ozm (≈ 142 grams), CD = 0.5

(constant), and neglecting other aerodynamic forces, determine the baseball’s terminal velocity.
Using CD = 0, calculate xhit (the value of x when the baseball lands on a flat playing field).

Result: (hint for xhit, see Section 10.7)

terminal velocity ≈ 74 mph
When CD = 0, xhit ≈ 579 ft

Create an “x-y” plot of the baseball’s
trajectory when it is hit from home
plate (x = 0, y = 0) at 100 mph (44.7 m

s
)

with a launch angle θ = 30◦ above the
horizontal. Result shown right.
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CD  =  0.0
CD  =  0.5

xhit = 297 ft xhit = 579 ft

Show xhit ≈ 297 ft when CD = 0.5 and plot the baseball’s trajectory. Results above.
Print and submit your simulation plots and programs (e.g., MotionGenesis or MATLABR©).

Optional: For each value of CD, determine whether the system has a potential energy, whether
the gravitational forces on the baseball have a potential energy, and whether the drag forces on the
baseball have a potential energy. Determine whether the work done by the drag forces on the baseball
from t=0 to the value of t at which the ball lands is negative (−), zero (0), or positive (+).
Optional: Estimate the optimal launch angle (for this drag model) to maximize xhit (to within 1◦).

System has a Gravity has Drag has Work done Work done
CD θlaunch xhit potential energy a potential a potential by gravity by drag θoptimal xoptimal

0.5 30◦ 297 ft True/False True/False True/False − / 0 / + − / 0 / + 39
◦

309 ft

0 30◦ 579 ft True/False True/False True/False − / 0 / + − / 0 / + 45
◦

668 ft

Solution at www.MotionGenesis.com ⇒ Get Started ⇒ Projectile motion.

Note: Air-resistance impacts a baseball’s tra-
jectory, halving its maximum distance. Both
Adair and SHS assert CD varies with �v. With
lift, drag, spin, etc., Adair’s optimal launch an-
gle is ≈ 35◦ whereas SHS’s is ≈ 26◦.

Note: A terminal velocity of 95 mph was experimentally determined in wind-tunnel tests by Briggs. Adair
and Sawicki, Hubbard, Stronge both agree that at low-speeds (≤ 40 mph) CD = 0.5 and at 95 mph CD ≈ 0.32.
However, their models for CD vs.

∣∣�v∣∣ between 40 mph and 95 mph differ significantly.
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12.6 FE/EIT Review – Motion of a building in an earthquake. �F = m�a ⇒ ẍ

A building moves due to an earthquake. The
horizontally-right displacement of the building’s base
B is modeled as A sin(Ω t) where the constant A is
the magnitude of the ground’s horizontal displacement
and the constant Ω is the earthquake’s frequency.

The base motion causes the building’s roof Q of mass
m to displace horizontally by x(t) from its base.
The stiffness and material damping in each of the two
columns that support the roof is modeled as a linear
horizontal spring (k) and linear horizontal damper (b).

For this dynamic analysis, the system is modeled as
shown right (with a spring of 0 natural length). It is helpful
to introduce a horizontally-right unit vector n̂x.

k, b

Q
x

Base

A sin(Ω t)

N

No

k, b

beq = 2b

B
as

e

N

keq = 2k
QA sin(Ωt)

x

x is the �nx measure of Q’s position from its base B

(a) Draw Q’s free-body diagram and determine the spring/damper force on Q.
Result: �FSpring/Damper =

FBD
(−beq ẋ + −keq x) n̂x

FBD of Q

(b) Form the relevant acceleration for �F = m�a (e.g., differentiate the relevant position vector/velocity).
Next, dot-product �F = m�a with n̂x to write a differential equation governing x(t).
Result: [Optional: Verify results via Kane and/or Lagrange methods in Chapters 26, 27.]

�a =
[ − ]

n̂x ⇒ m ẍ + beq ẋ + keq x = m AΩ2 sin(Ω t)

(c) .Graphed right is x(t) when:

(a) Ω = 0.8
√

keq

m = 0.8ωn xa(t)

(b) Ω = 1.0
√

keq

m = 1.0ωn xb(t)

(c) Ω = 1.2
√

keq

m = 1.2ωn xc(t)

Circle the Ω that corresponds to the largest
steady-state amplitude for x(t).

Note: These graphs use m = 5000 kg,

beq = 1000 N∗sec
m

, keq = 20000 N
m

, A = 0.1 m. -1
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(d) Physics (�F = m�a) gives the previous (boxed) equation in terms of positive constants m, beq, keq.
However, its mathematics is easier if that equation is rewritten (rearrange by dividing by m) in
terms of the positive constants ζ and ωn as shown in the boxed-equation below. Determine the
building’s natural frequency ωn and damping ratio ζ in terms of m, beq, keq.
Result:

ẍ + 2 ζ ωn ẋ + ω2
n x = AΩ2 sin(Ω t) ⇒ ωn =

√
ζ =

2
√

(e) When ζ = 0, the building vibrates at ωn. When 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1 (common for many structures), the
building vibrates at a damped natural frequency ωd � ωn

√
1 − ζ2.

In general, damping slows things down and makes ωd < ωn. True/False .
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